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Naval Spending
necessary to keep U.S. on part
with the Soviet fleet, says Sean
Casey.
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Dean of Arts and Sciences resigns
by Amit Bagaria,
News Editor
In a letter addressed to the
Arts and Sciences faculty, Dr.
W. Francis Ryan, dean of arts
and sciences. announced that
he will relinquish his post at
the end of the 198 7-88
academic year.
"At the end of this school
year, I would have finished a
five-year contract. After a
relaxing summer vacation, I
have decided that this would
be a good time to step out of
the administration for a
while," Ryan said.
"For every administrator,

there comes a time when
they've got to remind themselves that they were primarily faculty." be added.
Ryan joined John Carroll as
an assistant professor in the
history department in 1983.
In his future plans, he is considering the possibility of
teaching and researching
history again. As an option,
Ryan also sees the chance of
taJcing up an administrative
job elsewhere.
"I've always said that I'm
an outgoing dean," Ryan
jested.
"His resignation took me
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The University's plans for construction of a
new dormitory moved one step closer to
realization Monday night.
The University Heights Planning Commission
voted to recommend approval of the plans and
passed the issue on to City Council for consideration at the council's Sept. 21 meeting.
If council approves the plans, construction
could begin immediately.
.. Applying the zoning code, the University
has a legal right to put the dormitory in the
location it is proposing," stated Alan M. Wolk,
city law director.
The measure passed by the commission
placed five conditions on JCU.

somewhat by surprise. I hope
he stays with the history
department,'' said Rev.
William M. Biehl, S.J., assistant dean of Arts and
Sciences.
"I want to tbanJc him for all
the work he has done in the
past five years. said Rev.
Michael J. Lavelle, S.J .,
academic and executive vice
president. "I've enjoyed working with him. He's a very
honest man, and I've developed a friendship with him in
the three years that I've been
here."
A search committee will be
set up soon to look for a sue-
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Catholic education presentations. the Pope made his final
presentation of the day. concerning higher education.
"There was much anticipation in the air before the Pope
appeared." said Kantz.
"When he did come out, I immediately got the sense that
he was a magnetic and
charismatic figure."
The Pope spoke to a hushed
audience, on topics ranging
from aspects of Catholic
education to social issues
such as poverty.
"Tt was a good presentation," Anthony added. "The
Pope gave higher education
leaders credit for what

they're dedicating their lives
to. He enforced that we must
keep incorporating Christianity, even though modern
science is progressing so
rapidly."
"In previous times, the Pope
has been critical of Catholic
higher education and its
fidelity to Church teachings,"
Kantz said. "I thinJc he softened the hard-lined position
he'd taJcen during previous
talks."
"The Pope's message, on
the whole, was extremely encouraging and positive," said
O'Malley.
"He's very outgoing," Kantz
said.

Arts and Sciences faculty.
"It is also up to Fr. O'Malley
to appoint two students and
two members of the Board of
Trustees to this committee,
Lavelle said.

Union handbook revised
by T om O'Donnell
After a five-year delay, the
Student Government HandbooJc underwent major revisions following a bill
presented to "encompass the
annual revisions of the Handbook." by Student Union Chief
Justice, Nancy J. Reyes.
The revisions were an enormous under taking, involving
some 200-plus hours of labor
from the Student Union Handbook Revision Committee

a University must make its playing fields
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Belvoir directly south of the tennis courts for (Chairperson) and MiclteDe
a period of five years at a price undiminished McNulty (Vice-Chairperson),
by the presence of the dorm; build 150 park- with most of the secretarial
ing spaces west of Belvoir by August 1. 1988. work done by Michelle M.
and also construct what the commission term- LoSchiavo.
ed "a reasonable amount" of additional park"It was just the fact that no
ing spaces if so requested by the commission; one else really took the inpay for any changes in the Sou th Belvoir itiative. It was a huge undermedian strip or installation of a traffic light taking and we were for tunate
necessary to ensure adequate fire engine ac- because we had officers who
cess to the new dorm; and provide a tentative could take the time," said
"master plan" of future construction.
Reyes, when asked why there
JCU President Rev. Thomas P. O'Malley, S.J., was a delay.
addressing the Faculty Forum on Tuesday,
The three most prominent
said the additional parking would be added on reasons for the revisions
the University's front lawn.
were that some parts of the
old Handbook were outdated
because of changes that have
v ·

University representatives visit
New Orleans to see the Pope
by Usa Milosich
Last weekend, University
President Fr. T. P. O'Malley,
S.J., Vice President for
Development Paul Kantz Jr.,
and Student Union President
Peter Anthony traveled to
New Orleans to attend a convocation at which The Pope
made his appearance.
They were among approximately 1,500 presidents and
officials from 235 other
Catholic Universities.
The convocation was held
at the Xavier University of
Louisiana. the only black
Catholic University in the
United States. Following
primary and secondary

cessor to Ryan. A chairperson
will be appointed by University President Rev. T.P.
O'Malley, S.J. The committee
will include four faculty
members appointed by the
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occurred within the University. some parts did not
facilitate clear interpretation
and legislation passed during
the time span betwen 1982
and 1987 has only been on
me. Through this revision (the
tenth edition), this legislation
will be readily available to the
student body.
"The most noteworthy contribution in this revision was
Article III which allows
chartered organizations the
same rights as individuals,

aad the ri1Jat to a . . _
board if needed. This bed
already existed, but was neer
in writing," Reyes said.
Other changes included the
addition of departments in the
general by-laws, committees
that were never added,
review of all amendments
since 1957, a nd also reviews
and decisions on significant
legislation.
W ith the revising now completed, the prevailing committee will see to it that emphasis
will be placed on the annual
updating and revising of the
Handbook of the Student
Union.

Tim Freeman resigns
A search has begun at John Carroll University for a successor to Tim Freeman, director of alumni relations. His
resignation, effective at the end of September. was announced September 15.
Freeman has accepted the position of director of alumni
relations and the Alumni Fund at St. Ignatius High School in
Chicago, his hometown.
"I want to tbanJc all volunteeers for my four years at JCU,"
said Freeman. "Your dedication to JCU and your desire to 'give
back' have always inspired me and been most gratifying to
me during my years as alumni director."
As alumni relations director, Freeman has been responsible for coordinating reunions and other alumni activities, as
well as maintaining relations between the Alumni Board of
Trustees and University administration, and establishing class
and club leadership.
The administration, in cooperation with the JCU National
Alumni Association, will first consider internal candidates for
the position. However, qualified individuals from outside will
be invited to apply for the position.
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Pride returns

School spirit bas returned to John Carroll University.
There is nothing like a wiruting sports team to ignite school
pride, and. lo and behold. Carroll has two. And it's not even
basketball and wrestling season yet!
Yes, the long downtrodden football team is undefeated at
2..(). 17 fourth-quarter points to defeat Duquesne and a nearcomplete defensive domination of powerhouse BaldwinWallace ... aren't performances like that supposed to be turned in against. not by. the Blue Streaks?
And let's not forget the undefeated soccer team. whose
string of victories includes a win over Division I Canisius.
New football head coach Tony DeCarlo has proven just
how important good coaching is. He has blended a few key
newcomers with largely the same cast that went 2-7 last year
and created a winner.
This success on the field spills over into all aspects of the
University. The air of excitement present after the B-W game
had not been felt hereabouts in a long time. Students and the
community have a new. unexpected source of pride in the
University. National recognition of JCU is improved, helping
recruiting for other sports. And proud alumni become more
eager to empty their coffers at the foot of the Archbishop Carroll bust.
Best of luck to Coach DeCarlo and his squad the rest of
season. The team has already done wonders for school spirit
and their continued success benefits us all.

~ - .

Strings attached
Flinching in the face of residents' opposition, the University Heights Planning Commission tacked several unenforceable conditions on the bill backing JCU's proposed dorm.
If the City CouncU has any backbone, it will vote to approve
the dorm without such strings attached.
For one thing, much as the residents may like to use JCU's
a thletic fields. there is no legal basis for requiring the University to promise such access.
The requirement of providing a master plan for construction projected 10 or 20 years into the future is a farce. The
!J111M. .~..JDN1K~" ·M:Pia....,,..l..
ni fifJI

Though the University has graciously offered to purchase
the houses of South Belvoir neighbors, the city again cannot
force JCU to do so.
Also, the city hopes additional parking spaces will ease
parking congestion on streets surrounding the school. While
additional spaces will cure some internal headaches. they will
do little to change the situation on the streets. People parking
there now are those who have decided not to pay $30 dollars
for a parking sticker. A million new spots will not make these
people buy stickers, and they will still park on the streets.
The city should realize that the University has tried to be
accommodating to the neighbors. and more importantly, has
an absolute legal right to build the new dorm as proposed. The
city tacking on unenforceable conditions is an exercise in
futility.
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Should allow women priests

Pope traps Church in tradition
by Angelica Korbas

Pope John Paul II is visiting
the United States this week
for a 10 day, 9 city visit. He
is talking about the issues
concerning Catholics in
America. The Pope has good
points about him but some of
his policies are rigid and
unbending. If he does not let
up on some of his guidelines
the church will lose people.
On the issue of allowing
women to be priests the Pope
is narrow-minded in his
views. The church can say to
a woman, who is equally as
religious and educated as a

CORRECTION
In the Sept. lOth issue of
the Carroll News $80,CXX)
was reported as the pro·
fits for the Wolf and Pot
for 1986. The actual
figure is $18,000. Please
note the correction.

man. that because of her sex, sion on the issues facing them.
she can not serve God the The Church rqust thoroughly
same way as a man. Here the inform its people of all the
Pope values tradition far issues including abortion,
more than the ability of a per- birth control. and divorce,
son to serve God. It is better and give the people a chance
that the church should grow to determine for themselves
rather than stick to tradition. what is morally right or
wrong.
"The Pope values
That how ever, is not
enough. The people need
tradition far more
pracHcal leadership. The
than the ability of
Pope
was giveo the keys to the
a person to serve God.''
kingdom of !heaven. With
Let's hope. for the chur- them he has opened nothing
chs's sake, that the Pope will but has lock~d his people
make the decision to change behind a door of tradition.
the discrimination that
women have had to bear
through the past centuries.
The Pope should see that
Excellent
women are educa ted, informPart··Time
ed and should not be deprivOpportunity
ed of the option of serving God
as a priest on the basis of
4-9 p.m. 2-3 Days
tradition.
Receptionist/Secretary
The Pope is setting
guidelines for the Catholics
CALL.. BOB
which take away their right to
AFTER 4:00
choose for themselves what is
morally right or wrong on
issues. People in their hearts
have to make their own deci-
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Naval build-up necessary to offset soviets
by Sean Casey

One of the questions people raise t~
day about the amount of money spent
on national defense is, "Why is so
much money spent on the build up of
our Navy, especially when there is no
perceivable immediate threat to the
United States?" The answer is simple.
There is a very real threat to the
United States in the form of the Soviet
Navy.
At the end of World War 11, the
United States Navy was the most
dominant of the allied navies. The
Soviets. having had few naval campaigns during the war, had a relatively small fleet which was used to defend Soviet territorial waters.
By 1985, however, the Soviets
possessed an armada of ships capable
of spreading Soviet influence from
Nicaragua to Vietnam to Ethiopia.
Many Americans are unaware that
Soviet Victor-class submarines are
frequently found lurking just a few
miles off the coast of the continental
United States. Deployments such as
these show the change in the worldwide military balance of power that
has been surpassed only by the threat
of thermonuclear weapons.
Since the advent of the Reagan administration, the basic goal of the
Department of Defense bas been
a 600-ship navy. The number 600
is utilized because it allows the United
Stet• to keep a sphere of'Protection
for its allies, and lets the Soviets know
that their world-wide aggressions will
not go unnoticed by the United States.
In the waning years of the Carter
administration, the U.S. fleet had
dwindled to 479 ships. Since that time,
thanks to the determine lion of the current administration, by cancelling the
plans for the early retirement of two
aircraft carriers and some 30
destroyers and amphibious ships, and
by doubling new construction and
reactivating the four Iowa-class battleships. our fleet has grown from 479
ships to 547 ships with another 84
ships''under construction.
A point often brought up is, "Do we
have the right ships and defense

systems to combat a major Soviet offensive?" The answer to this question
is yes. and our Research and Development appropriations guarantee us a
leading edge into the 21st century.
With the delivery of the USS Abraham

missiles in their compartments.
Many Americans believe that the
Soviets have an inferior fleet, and that
is entirely wrong. They are technically capable of bringing war right to the
shores of the United States. BuUding

make sure that our fighting men have
the means to defend our country properly. When Congressmen speak of
cutting funds for naval construction,
advancement, and development, they
are at that point reducing the power
of those forces which protect their
very lives. The United States Navy is
a formidible force in the world, and
it is our job to see to it that our navy
can defend us and the United States.
-·

News Arouna
The World
Lincoln in 1989, the U.S. Navy will be
able to operate 15 carrier battle
groups in wartime, and when the USS
George Washington is delivered in
1991. the firepower of those 15•groups
will be greatly increased.
The four Iowa-class battleships Iowa, New Jersey, Mjssouri. and
Wisconsin - are a considerable asset
to long-range off-shore bombardment.
Possessing nine 16-inch guns, these
arsenals of armament can lob a 6,000
pound warhead over 23 miles with
considerable accuracy. During their
refits, each ship was installed with
Tomahawk surfac&-t~air missiles and
four Phalanx CIWS (clos&-in-weaponseystems) &Dti1»rojeotile-

,...,.,.ni....._

These weapons, nicknamed "R2 D2's"
because of their shape, fire 3,000
rounds of ammunition per minute,
making it virtually impossible for any
errant projectiles to make contact
with the hull of the ship.
The Soviets have just completed
construction on their second aircraft
carrier of the Kjev-class. These carriers are quite capable of force projection, even though we have none of
these types of ships in our own navy.
The largest nuclear ballistic missile
submarines in the world are part of
the Soviet Navy. The Typhoon-class
submarines outsize their American
counterparts by several thousand tons
and carry at least six or possibly eight

MANILA, S,pt. 10 President Cor&SOD Aquino
gained letters of resignation'from her cabinet while
under pi"888W'8 from business leaders after last
month's coup attempt ·

up our own navy is the only means of
showing the Soviets that Americans
will not stand up to the aggressions
which so often follow the influence of
the Soviet Union.
The United States has invested a
great deal of money into the Seawol/class submarines. These advanced
subs can dive deeper, faster, and are
more manueverable than any submarine owned by any nation right
now. These are bust an example of
the advanced te~ology which will
put the Americans ahead of the
Soviets.
We as Americans must realize the
:ioUSDe
of lh Sovi l
Technological superiority is th8 only
way to stay one step ahead of the RU9sians, and the United States must do
its best to take advantage of its lead
in this endeavor. The Reagan administration has taken us along way
down the road to naval superiority,
and the U.S. taxpayers should do their
best to support their own defense
measures. Technical capabilities also
allow us to take better care of the
sailors who serve in our navy. At this
time. recruiting and reenlistments are
at an aU-time high, and with the funds
available, the rates will continue to
stay at these excellent levels.

I•

nine day, l<kdty tour.
WA8IIING'I'ON. a.pt. 11
- BUzabeth Dole 8DDOUDOed her 1'81iptloD as traDIportation secretary .and
plans to help her husband.

Jim Lutterbaugh

Recently Mathias Rust, a
19-year-old West German,
piloted a daring flight from
Helsinki to Moscow. and landed his smaU craft in Red
Square.
This incident doubly outraged the Soviets because Rust
viola ted their territorial
airspace and embarrassed
their ultra-sophisticated air
defense system. Having a
19-year-old boy defy one of
the most advanced countries
on Earth and landing his
plane practically on top of
Lenin's tomb infuriated them.
Rust was immediately seized
and held for trial.

About a week ago, Soviet officials sentenced Rust to four
years of labor in the Soviet
Gulag. Although four years
seems trivial compared to the
summary execution of KAL
007. the Korean passenger jet
shot down for trespassing into Soviet airspace in 1983, it
still is a harsh sentence.
Rust's biggest mistake was injuring Soviet pride.
Granted Rust was wrong in
what he did, but he should not
have to bear the full brunt of
Soviet justice.
Rust was made an example
for Soviets and non-Soviets
alike of the fate awaiting any
who challenge Soviet supremacy behind the Iron Curtain.

Sen. Robert Dole, R-l<an.

~-lt'1-li..clii~JlQ,I~IoJI!Ij&1n• •l.orJilllllii\h~e-

The United States Navy is almost to
its summit of capability, and we must

Lesson can be learned from Rust sentence
by

MIAMI. Sept. 11 -Pope
John Paul U arrived In tbe
United Statee to basin a

The Kremlin feels discipline is ple for others, look out.
the backbone of its rule. Rust Avoiding this fate is easy: stay
defied it, undermining its out of trouble.
A similar message holds for
leadership.
Rust's story also contains those in authority. If you apmeaning for us at John Car- prehend a wrong-doer don't
roll. There are people reading "throw the book" at him. If
this who are risk-takers or somebody needs to be punish"hooligans" as they are some- ed, do iL But making an examtimes named. Simply put, they ple of someone turns him into
do crazy things to get atten- a martyr, and things worsen.
People begin crying, "Untion or challenge authority.
Activities such as taking the fair!". and in their eyes you
flag from the quad or pulling will be in the wrong. Try
a fire alarm makes life worth being as even-keeled as
living for some. The lesson for possible.
Keeping Mathias Rust and
these people is. "Don't be
made an example." Sooner or his run-in with the Soviets in
later you will get caught. and mind allows us to avoid mak~
if tho administration decides ing similar mistakes in th ~
you wnuld make a good exam- future.

-

,._.
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DUBAL, vatted Ara•
Emirates. Sept.t8- U.N.
Secretary General Javier
Perez de Cuellar ended his
peace mission to the Persian Gulf, without brining
Iran and Iraq closer to
agreement to end their
seven-year old war.

FRANKFURT. Sept. 16
- West German media
reports that hackers. broke
into NASA's worldwide
computer network throughout the summer and
ga.thered 88CJ'8t data on

space shuttle projects and

rocket faUurea.

Help Wanted: Cashier and
Waitress. Part-time evenings.
Apply at Harvey'• Bar-B-Q,
13915 Cedar Road, Cedar Center.
Wanted: Part time Floral
designer. Call Michael932-7550
FLOWERVILLE.
Two sleeping rooms for girls.
Some house privileges. $200/
month. Call after 5:00 p.m.
249-3103.
Home subscriptions of the Carroll
News can be obtained for $12.50
a ~r or $7.50 a semester.
Wanted: Household Helper M.W
F: 4-6 p.m. Walking distance.
$4/hour. Call932-1986 evenings and
weekends.
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New journalism professor at JCU
Facull~·

Profile

by Amit Bagaria,
News Edilor
name: Rev. Carl E. Zablotney,
S.J.
age: 35
birthplace: Cleveland
education: B.A., University of
Detroit (Philosophy and
French) M.A., New York
University (French) M. Div.,
Jesuit School of Theology at
Berkeley, M.J., University of
California at Berkeley Oournalism ethics)
title: Assistant Professor of
Communications
Fr. Zablotney, the newest
professor in the communications department. is also the
newest Jesuit on campus. He
is teaching courses in journalism and public relations.

Rev. Carl E. Zablotney, S.J.

"I think I realized that
spirituality is a significant element in people's lives. The
service dimension really
motivated me to consider
priesthood. I wanted to help
other people to see the
goodness that is inside them.
to see the importance of who
they are in this world." commented Zablotney, on his
reasons for taking up priesthood.
About becoming a Jesuit. he

said, "The Jesuits are more
flexible. more creative in letting you live out that service.
I can be a journalist and a
Jesuit priest at the same
time."
After his graduation from
Berkeley, he accepted the job
of editor of the National jesuit
News, the only national
newspaper of the jesuits.
published from Philadelphia.
Here, he also taught French
at St. Joseph's University.
After having edited this
newspaper for five years.
Za blotney was considering
other options, when he heard
about the vacancy for a journalism professor at John Carroll. The challenge of taking
up this job, with the added attraction of moving back to the
city of his birth, made him
decide to accept it. He is also
the consulting editor of the
Catholic Universe Bulletin, a
monthly newspaper. published from Cleveland.
''John Carroll is a fine, in
some senses outstanding,
university. It has some exc.ellent programs and the
communications department
is one of the best and most
'highly motivated that I have
seen," he said.

surv1v1ng life in a lounge
by Liz Hanna
"Hello, welcome to John
Carroll! Because of the large
freshman class this year, you
will be living in temporary
housing for a couple of
weeks."
Imagine reading this notice
a few days before arriving at
JCU as an incoming freshman.
Not too many freshmen look
forward to living in "temporary housing."
"I thought it would be really small and dirty, but actually it is not that bad." said
Mary Pat Janowski, a freshmao living in the newly
remodeled second floor
lounge of Sutowski. Janowski
was greeted in her temporary
home by roommates Teresa
Kleinhenz. Selene Rich and
Chris Scott.
"Our room is nice and the
upperclassmen around us are
great," commented Scott. "If
given the choice to move, I

just might turn it down."
The old study lounges in
both Sutowski and Millar
Halls have been enclosed by
a sturdy, panelled wall. The
rooms include new furniture
and recently installed telephones.
Scott's attitude about her
room has changed since the
beginning of the semester.
Due to the availability of an
open space in Murphy Hall,
Kleinhenz moved out after the
first week of school.
"Having four people in the
room was really crowded.
There was no room for guests
or partying," added Scott.
Dave Olds, Mike Millard,
Tom Shafer and Gregg
Eichenberg know what it is
like having four people in one
room. In their room on the
first floor of Millar Hall, the
only extra space is a narrow
passage around the desks and

leading to the door.
"It is a little crowded in our
room. and it is very difficult
to have parties," Olds said,
echoing the same complaint
the girls had.

Lack of privacy is another
problem that the guys have
encountered. Despite the difficulties, however, they say
they have become great
friends.
u.s ~ol-·-s.r.c.s

TEST
YOUR
STRENGTH.

Thursday
Chi Sigma Phi/
Ski Club Smoker9:30p.m. Murphy
Room.
Zeta Tau Omega
Rush - 9:30 p.m.
Jardine Room.
Iota Chi Upsilon
Smoker - 9 p.m.
AD 226.

Friday
S.U. Movie "Hanna and Her Sisters" - 8 p.m.
Kulas
Sophomore Class
Mixer - 8 p.m. to 1
a.m. Cafeteria $2
w/d.c. $3 w/out

Saturday
Enjoy
the

Weekend.

Sunday
Freshmen Day of
Reflection - 3 to 10
p.m. O'Dea Hoom.
S.U. Movie- "Hanna and Her Sisters" 8 p.m. Kulas.

Monday
Political Science
Club Smoker - 8
p.m.
Murphy
Room.
Greek Week KickOff Party - 8 p.m.
to midnight Wolf
& Pot

Tuesday
Perkins Loan SignUp
Business
Office
Student Union
Meeting - 5:15
p.m.
Jardine
Room.
Ice Hockey Team
Meeting - 9:30
p.m. Alumni Office.

Wednesday
Perkins Loan SignUp Business Office.

QUimNG.IT COULD BE
THE TEST OF YOUR UFE.

ROTC /A USA
Blood Drive
12:30 to 6:3() p.m.
Murphy Room.

FEATURES
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QLESTIO:\ OF THE

'%ey can always score.''
Beth Michalak
Katherine Littau
Cyndi Sech
tailgaters

~' EEK

"I
they're real winners
because Ed August is my
neighbor and 'lbny DeCarlo is
the coach. U»ok for them to go
all the way.''
Fr. Richie "Pray For A
Winning 'learn" Salmi
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by Chris Drajem and Amit Bagarla

'1'hey are better than eve~"
Kim Ballenger,
freshman band member

" We don't know. We don't "They are going to be great
watch the games.''
because this is the year of the
Blue Streak.''
Mike Cronin
Shari Ewing
Paul Gogniat
Sue Zachary
WUJC broadcasters
cheerleaders

WUJC transmits diverse musical attitude
by Mark Ziemba
In between posters of
Scruffy the Cat and the Dead
Milkmen, you will find the
Bea ties, Pink Floyd, Crowded
House. and Iron Maiden on
the walls of the WUJC studio.
From funk to punk. folk to
polka, new wave to new age,
and heavy metal to Christian
rock, WUJC caters to all
tastes. Except Top 40, that is.
"That is really what college
radio is about -diversity." explains Pat Artl, General
Ma.DaiCr of WUJC. " If there's
no polka, you will hear about

it from someone.''

88.7 too well. don't worry. it

Running off a 750 watt
transmitter that reaches as
far as Akron at peak power,
WUJC employs a full array of
equipment. Two turntables.
one compact disc player. a
dual tape deck. a reel to reel
tape machine, and a new mixing board line the desks of the
broadcast studio. In addition,
the production studio. used
for making shows. recording
material, experimenting, and
making station promotionals,
uses similar but somewhat
older equipment.
If you are not picking up

is probably not your receiver.
"Our transmitter is old ...
very old,'· Program Director
Doug Wood accounts. "Over
the summer it got hit by lightning.' ' This, of course, did not
help matters much.
Help in the form of a new
transmitter may be on the
way. This past spring the station held its first ever radiothan and raised one-third of
the money needed for a new
transmitter. The station is

does. "College radio is supposed to fulfill a community
service,'' Artl said. In fact,
one of WUJC's main responsibilities is to "find out about
problems in the Cleveland
community and address those
problems over the air, ·· Wood
a dded.
In addition, WUJC also airs
some Blue Streak football and
basketball games.
Students who would like
to get involved with the station can La ke part in the

p e titioning the school for the

lQ.week training p r ogram

rest of the money.
Music is not all that WUJC

which is offered by WUJ
each semester.
"We are looking for people

Seminars to give AIDS facts

who are creative and who are
into alternahve styles of
music." says Artl. The
trainees participate in four
weeks of general instruction
and six weeks of work. "They
learn about the general altitude of WUJC. They are
assigned an individual D.J.,
and they apprentice with that
D.J ., " explained Wood.
If being a D.J. is not your
bag of bolts, there are also
positions available on the promotions, public relations. productions and news staffs .
StudeDts can get involved----by calling the station at
397-4439 or by stopping in at
the studio in the basement
of the Rec plex today or
tomorrow.

seminars for all campus inform students on the opporclubs. organizations. a nd tunities for anonymous AIDS
testings in the Cleveland area.
departments.
THE
Prttc1sion
"ONE H11ir Dftsign For
In addition, he will be
"The seminars will last
roughly an hour and will holding a number of public
AND ONL. Y" ::::,.,~
Saturday
cover the his tory, trans- seminars on various aspects
TRIVELU'S
mission. and pathology of the of the disease. These will be
p.m.- am.
ROFPLER
~..•
: ...
held
in
the
Idlewood
Room
of
disease," Caine said. "I will
in the cafeteria
RANDALL ·
present the basic hardcore in- the Student Activities Center.
-hnn•formation necessary to pro- times and topics to be anHalrcutting • Hal1ratvtlna•
nounced. The individual
tect oneself."
Walk.olna Welcome
by the
Caine also said he will group seminars will be schetouch on legal issues and will duled at the convenience of
the given group.
Caine plans to contact all
campus groups personally, ~~~~~~~~~~~
and he can be reached through his mailbox in the
Dean of Students Office.
by Laura Popoff
-........
__. ~ ?-~
In an effort to better accomodate students, Grasselli
~:..<~b.~
.. ;,.., ~
Library will open its doors a little earlier this semester. The
~·11 ~
library will open at 7:30 e~m. Monday through Friday- half
an hour earlier than its previous schedule.
"', , '
It was the suggestion of a JCU student that new The Homecoming
hours would allow many students, both residents and com- Dance will be on
MAPS $~HARTS ~ BOOKS $ GRAPHICS
muters. the opportunity to do some early-bird studying or september 26 at
$GLOBES and ATLASES $
research before classes begin.
the Bond court
For those who frequent the library, whether in the early
morning or late evening, a new computer-index has been in- Hotel. Bids are $40
POSTERS AND FRAMES
stalled in the lobby. This index is a compact disc, read-only
l
with discount card
memory machine, which will provide its user with a list of
and $50 without.
articles found in the various Wilson indexes.
Don't miss out. Get
Among its many features, including a color display screen,
4469 Mayfield Rd. at Green Tel: 381 -4212
the WILSONDISC gives its users the personal attention which
your tickets soon.
HOURS: Mon-Fti, 1OR-6P Thurs 8P Set 5P
may not otherwise be available without an increased library
staff.

MIXER

"A basic understanding of
AIDS is the best defense
against the disease," says
John Caine, a graduate student in JCU's Health and
Human Services program.
It is for this reason that
Caine, an expert on the deadly acquired immune deficiency syndrome, will be conducting AID~ awareness seminars
on campus this semester.
Caine hopes to conduct

8

M

1

Sponsored

Sophomore
Class

Library open earlier,

computer index added

Reminder!

~r

(

.-

For Explorers
and
Rnnchair
Travelers

)

Ways and Rywoys

ENTERTAINMENT
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Cleveland Public Theatre's alternative entertainment
by Edward

J. Nicosia

As the week comes to an
end, and the weekend's activities are scarce. the inevitable question of what to
do surfaces in the mind of
every JCU student. Pondering
this question and forming an
exciting conclusion can be
difficult.
If the Wolf and Pot bas lost
its charm and the mixers
seem monotonous. then offcampus entertainment is an
alternative to seldom felt
boredom.
This weekend I had the op.

portunity to make tracks to
Cleveland Public Theater to
enjoy its latest production "In
the Jungle of Cities" by Bertolt
Brecht.
Performed in the round, "In
the Jungle of Cities" proved to
be both humorous and thought
provoking, which says a lot for
a guy like myself who's
previous experience with the
arts includes late-night black
and white TV and sitting in
the bleachers at Indian's
games.
The Cleveland Public
Theatre is considered a public

pla yhous e
that
offers
challenging yet entertaining
theatre at relatively inexpensive prices. "In the Jungle of
Cities" is a primary example
of this type of theatre.
The masterful actors played
their individual parts to
perfection in the setting of the
Chicago underworld in 1910.
The setting portrays social
and urban violence as a sporting event, more specifically as
wrestling. The players take
part in a battle to death confrontation between good and
evil, revealing man's deevolu-

tion in a demoralized and uncaring society.
This type of theme forces
the audience to consider real
aspects of human behavior,
which is why this play is
challenging, thought provoking, and an alternative to light
hearted musicals with happily ever after endings.
''In the Jungle of Cities" is
directed by Alan 'Irethewey,
and it runs through October
5th. Shows start at 8 p.m.
Fridays, Saturdays. and Mondays. Sunday matinees are
also offered at 3 p.m. Tickets

Movies at JCU

CINEMA

My Life as a Dog at Cedar-Lee Theatre

Set in 1950's Sweden, My Life as a Dog stars
young Anton Glanzelius as a mischievous but
well-meaning boy named Ingemar. The movie,
in Swedish with English subtitles, succeeds in
capturing the warmth and humor of a
preadolescent boy coming-of-age.
Ingemar must face the difficulties of growing up. with his mother being stricken with
tuberculosis, and his insensitive older brother.
Only his dog Sickan, which he caUs his best
friend, provides any solace early in the film.
Throughout the movie. Ingemar compares his
plight to Lalka, the first dog in space. to make
Ida ......_ ....... 'I ......... tbaD that
seem. His continual references to the dog and
its cruel and fateful existence are to convince
himself that life could be worse.
After his mother is hospitalized, Ingemar is

sent to stay with his Uncle Gunnar. There the
boy befriends Saga, a tomboy, and awkwardly begins to realize his attraction to girls. The
episodes that follow with girls at school and
even a beautiful woman who works with his
uncle are delightful.
Director Lasse Hallstrom blends humor with
Ingemar's childlike innocence to create a
unique affection for the boy. Ingemar's
escapades, based on a Reider Jonsson novel,
are genuinely funny.
Ingemar will have you rooting for him the enlire film. The bittersweet story succeeds in
....., • • BtlaaiJ. ....... Ita wi8dam ia
perfectly translated despite the Swedish
dialogue.
- Bucky Fellini,
CN Movie Critic -

Grande's Lounge
13443 Cedar at Taylor
932-0603
Mon:S at. 3:00p.m.· 2:30 a.m. Sun. 1:00 p.m:2:30 a.m.

PARKING IN REAR

Every Friday & Saturday D.J.'s
Spinning Your

fAVORl1'E REcoRDs

SEPTEMBER
Kulas
18 and 20 Hanna & Her Sisters
Kulas
25 and 27 About Last Night
OCfOBER
2 and 4
Taxi Driver
Jardine Room
TBA
9 and 11
Jardine Room
23 and 25 Blood Simple
Jardine Room
30/Nov. 1
Easy Rider
Jardine Room
NOVEMBER
6 and 8
Down & Out in
Jardine Room
Beverly Hills
13 and 15 One Flew Over the
Kulas
Cuckoo's Nest
Kulas
20 and 22 Quadrophenia
DECEMBER
4-).RJ~l<ulas
4 and6
HooeiBrs
Children of a
11 and 13
Kulas
Lesser God
- ALL MOVIES START AT 8:00 P.M. -

.

I

r~

Reflection day this weekend
This Sunday in the O'Dea
room from 3-10 p.m. the
Sophomore class is sponsoring a Freshman day of reflection. It is a time to relax and
reflect on the role of God in
everyday college life.
This retreat includes talks

dinner. mass. and various
other activities.
In order to make the localion easier for participants,
this day of reflection is being
held on campus, rather than
Carrollodge. Also. because it
is only one night. the re~fr=o=m==s=tu=d=e;;;;;n;;;;;ts=an=d=fa::c::ul::t::y::.=tr::e::a::ta::n::t::s::d::o::n::o::t::h::a::v:e:::;;to:::b:;Je
1

AUSA/RED CROSS
BLOOD DRIVE
september 23 and 24th

From 12:00 - 6:00
in the Murphy ROom
With the best songs from
The ROCK-N-ROLL Capital of the World.

U rg ent Need of

Mo nd ay Nite Football

0 Type blood

Free Hot Dogs
with chili and cheese

Cive the Cift of Life

DA RTERS WELCOME!!!

are half price (around $3)
for students at every performance. The Cleveland Public
Theatre is located at 6415
Detroit Ave. in Cleveland.
Alternative entertainment
at unbeatable prices is worth
a trip. Find a friend with a
car, or check out public transportation for a Sunday
matinee performance.
Offering variety in selections for this year, the
Cleveland Public Theatre's
current premier highlights an
incomparable year for alternative theatre.

concerned about it affecting
their weekend plans.
"It is a well planned day of
reflection centered on discovary of self and relationships," said retreat codirector Colleen MclCale.
"With the enthusiasm of the
reflection team and a strong
response from the Freshman
Class, the day will be a great
success."
The theme is "Lean on Me"
and with a little effort from
aU those involved this retreat
will reveal that "sometimes in
our lives we aU have pain, we
all have sorrow ... lean on me.
(Club Nouveau)"
To sign ul> stop by the campus ministry office in the
Recplex behind the chapel
before tomorrow, or call Colleen MciCale with any que~
lions at 371-8315.

Interested in covering sports for The
CarroJJ News? Stop
by our office, Recplex
lower level.
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Stuart hopes for _successful rmal season

parents instilled in us that
BLUE STREAK BIO
they would love us no matter
name: Audrey Stuart
what we did. So there wasn't
class: Senior
any pressure to compete. It's
birthdate: April 23, 1966
just Audrey to be that way.''
birthplace: Shelby, Ohio
He also added that. although
high school: Oear Fork
there was no competition
major: Psychology
between the two, the comOne of the best ways to petitive spirit ran in the famimeasure a person's love for ly. " My uncle's shoes are in
his or her sport is to see how the basketball hall of fame,"
they react in certain situa- he added.
tions. How quickly a person
As soon as she was allowed
rehabilitates from an injury. to compete on an organized
how a person acts towards level, Stuart began playing
teammates at the end of a los- volleyball back in 7th grade.
ing season, and how a player As the years went by, she
finishes a tournament know- began to get better and beting they can't win are some ter, and her list of acadequate ways to test this complishments grew and
love.
grew. She was captain of aU
Audrey Stuart had her love three sports she played for
of the game tested last year both her junior and senior
during her junior season of years. She also won the
volleyball. In a game at Coach's (her school's MVP)
Carnegie-Mellon, she and Award for her exploits in
Mary Ann Montagne both volleyball in her senior year.
dove for a ball going out-Qf- Even with aU the time devoted
bounds. Montagne reached it to athletics, she never lost
first and, in the process of hit- sight of her academics, as eviting the ball, jabbed her dent by her participation in
elbow into Stuart's nose and the National Junior Honor
Society.
broke it.
At John Carroll, academics
Despite the pain, Stuart
refused to sit on the bench for and volleyball were going
long, deciding instead to play smoothly, until the broken
with a brace. Her competitive nose.
....._-.._ nature ma¥ hava..gotten...w.e-........::.:..~.t-really hu.r ;· Stuart
best of her, but she had no recalled...1 had to stay at a
regrets.
hospital overnight. But I only
"I have always been com- sat out for one week. If I
petitive," said Stuart. "In would've had surgery right
high school, I played sports then, I would have missed the
(volleyball, basketball, and entire season. So I wore the
brace instead for three
softball) aU year round."
Her brother. Adam, a weeks."
defensive back on the JCU
The brace could have been
football team, agrees. "Our a burden for Stuart. but ac-

tuaUy turned out to be a blessing. "I can't remember the
team. but they were concentrating so hard on the brace.
they kept forgetting I was lefthanded. I made twenty kills
that night because they were
setting up for the block in the
wron.g place everytime. I only
averaged seven a game that
season, so to get twenty was
amazing."
Stuart played the remainder of the season and
finished among the top ten hitters in the PAC. This year she
hopes to improve on that
mark.
"My goal is to make first
team PAC," said Stuart. "Personally, I'd like to be more
consistent. From a team
aspect, being a captain, I'd
like to get the team to work
really well together."
Stuart has begun her last
season at ]CU. Over the years,
she has gained a better control of her game. She has
learned to place her serves
better. and has worked hard
to get her timing down on her
hitting. But she has also gained a lot of good memories. For
instance, when she wore her
brace. her teammates called
her " Jason." a £tor the
cltaract&l'" from the Fridsy1he

13th movie series.
''I'm going to miss the team
atmosphere." said Stuart.
"During the season, I would
spend so much time with my
teammates, that we got real
close. When the season was
over, we'd go our separate
ways, and I wouldn't see them
very much. I felt kind of empty

Streaks romp over Oberlin
by Chris Wenzler
and Dan Morrison

Oberlin came to John Carroll yesterday to play a soccer
team that was on a roll. After
surviving a scare in their first
game, the Steaks shut out
Canisius, 2-0, in Buffalo. Now,
it was Oberlin College, a team
ranked fourth in the state of
Ohio, who would be tested by
the Streaks.
After goals by Chris Galo,
Mike Mangan, and Joe Lardie,
coupled with a tough-as-nails
performance turned in by the
defense, it was clear to all
that Oberlin had failed this
test rather miserably, by a 3-1
score.
The Streaks didn't take very
long to open up the scoring.
About ten minutes into the
game, Galo put a shot in to
givek JCU the early lead. The
score stood 1-0 at half.
Mike Mangan scored early
in the second half to up the

during the off-season. I'm
going to miss the competition,
too. After all, there's not
much competition on the
beach. If you're too com··
petitive on the beach, peoplet
will look at your funny.'·
After the season, Stuart will
focus her attention toward~1
her career in Psychology. Sh~!
plans to enroll in graduate1
school at Kent State. You can
bet she'll keep eyes and ears
open to follow her old
teammates.
- Chris Wenzler

Spikers dlrop two
by Chris Wenzler,
Sports Editor

The risk of trying something
new is that there is a possibility that it may backfire. Coach
Kathleen Manning knew this
when she decided to try a
new rotation at BaldwinWallace Tuesday night. but
never did she expect things to
backfire like they did.
The Streaks dropped two
matches Tuesday, one to host
Baldwin-Wallace (3-15, 4-15),
the other to Walsh College
(15-11, 14-16. 9-15).
''Before the match. 1
ed to try a new rotation. ~lt
my setter, Mary Ann Montagne, got hurt early in the
first match. After that, there
was too much confusion.''
Montagne
eventually

deciP:"

returned for the second
match against Walsh. ''When
she came back in," said Manning, "the rotation began to
work much better.''
Despite the losses, Manning
remained optimistic, and felt
there was a definite improvement over what transpired at
Oberlin last weekend.
"At Oberlin, we didn't: have
a great team showing. But the
other night. we had great
team performances, Manning
said, "That's why I'm so
pleased with our play Tues-

day-. You can have sreat in-

<fividuals. and still not win. lC
we lceep playing lib we did
against Walsh, like a team, I
think we'll do well."
The team will take the court
next at Marietta on Saturday.

Sports Calendar
for the week of Sept. 17·23
none
18- Soccer @ Carnegie-Mellon 3:30 p.m.
19- Cross-Country @ Musk:ingum 11:00 a.m.
Golf@ Aller,heny Tournament
Volleyball @ Marietta 1:00 p.m.
(also vs. SalEJJD, W. Va.)
20- Cleveland Browns vs. Pittsburgh Stealers
1:00 p.m.
21 - Soccer@ Wooster 1:30 p.m.
22- Cross Country hosts All-City Championship
Women's Tep.us vs. Theil 2:00 p.m.
Volleyball@ Bethany 6:00p.m.
(also vs. We:3t Virginia Wesleyan)
23 - Soccer v.s. Penison 3:30 p.m.

Sept. 17 -

Sept.
to feel good about his team's
Sept.
defense. ''The defense
created all the goals today."
said Baab. "Defense will win
you championships. We're a
Sept.
very unselfish team, which
plays a big factor as well."
Oberlin was now in striking
Coming up Friday is a game
Sept.
range, but the Streaks would
PAC
foe
Carnegieagainst
have nothing of it. Lev Mellon. "We always have a
Sept.
Holubec made a perfect trap
tough battle with them," said
with his chest, and made a the coach. "If we play hard
perfect feed to Joe Lardie,
we have for 21/z games.
who put the game away with like
Sept.
we'll do alright. We'll have to
his goal. The final was 3-1.
keep playing tough defense. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Streaks.
Playing together well as a ri
Coach Tim Baab continued team is the key."
, - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
lead to 2-0, but Oberlin didn't
roll over and play dead. Midway through the second half,
they drove downfield and
scored a goal on an excellent
shot. bringing the score to 2-1.

WORDCRAFT

NEED: Tutors

WRITING
CONSULTANTS

All Subjects

• EDITING/PROOFREADING
• BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
• RESUME COMPOSITION
• PRIVATE TUTORING
1677 Eddington Rd. 1216) 932·1910
Cleve Hts. Ohio 44118 1216) 47!).,8299

REQ: B ave.,
eligible work study,
SOPH STANDING
Contact - Academic
Counseling Center
Ad. Bldg.

SPORTS
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JCU stings highly touted Yellow Jackets
by Tom Kidd
The John Carroll- BaldwinWallace series is one of the
oldest in JCU's 101 year existence. The Streaks hadn't
beaten the Yellow Jackets,
however, since 1954, including four consecutive
losses, the most recent being
last year's 35-13 thrashing at
B-W. The Yellow Jackets
came into the game ranked
8th in the nation among Division Ill schools, but for coach
Tony DeCarlo and his staff,
the ranking didn't matter. As
~W head coach Bob Packard
stated after the game, "John
Carroll came to play."
Led by a ferocious defense,
the Streaks hammered out a
10-7 victory.
From the opening kickoff, it
appeared that B-W would
have a long day. Dave DiCillo
recovered a fumble caused by
freshman Mark Petrancosta
on the kick return. The
Streaks could not capttalize.
but the tone of the game was
set.
The JCU defense then set an

emotional level that would
carry it through the entire
game. It swarmed all over the
Yellow Jackets. holding them
to minus three yards on their
first two possessions. As the
first quarter ended, it was
evident to the BaldwinWallace. as well as the 3,377
fans in attendance, that this
was not the same JCU football
team that finished 2-7 last
season.
Baldwin-Wallace, however.
did score the first points of
the game. A 40-yard field goal
about a minute into the second quarter put the Yellow
Jackets up 3-0, the only lead
they would have all day.
After consecutive turnovers, both caused by JCU
free safety Chris Feczko, the
Streaks offense took over at
its own 18. With only 2:23left
in the half, senior quarterback Greg Debeljak showed
gr eat composure as he drove
his team 72 yards, highlighted
by a 64-yard completion to
junior Don Stupica. Doug
Dickason finished the drive

with a 27-yard field-goal that
tied the game 3-3 at the half.
In the third quarter. the JCU
defense rose to the occasion
when the Streaks fumbled
deep in their own territory.
The key play was made by
Dave Rastoka, who sacked
the quarterback for a 12-yard
loss. thus taking B-W out of
field-goal range.
The offense also rose to the
occasion. On the very last
play of the quarter, Steve
Prelock, who rushed for 78
yards on the day, scored on
an 11-yard run around the left
side of the line. The point
after made it 10-3, JCU.
Prelock's touchdown capped a 69-yard drive, and put
the rest of the game in the
hands of the defense. The
defense responded with a
fourth quarter shutout.
Nose tackle Mark Sullivan.
described as the "27 year-old
beast in the middle,'· had a
brutally convincing performance. Paul Saluan, Mike
Hogue, Tony DeCarlo, Chris

Feczko, and Bruce Ianni all coach Bob Packard paid dearhad key plays down the ly for his underestimations. "I
stretch. Overall, it was an ag- had a tough time convincing
gressive defense which my team that John Carroll
denied its crosstown rivals a was a good team." said
victory. As JCU outside Packard. "Coach DeCarlo and
linebacker coach Mike Glaser company will be doing a lot of
said ... Defense is everybody convincing this fall."
The Streaks (2-o) are idle
coming together for each
other, and that makes a good this week. but face conference opponent Thiel on
football team."
Homecoming Day. September
Baldwin-Wallace head 26th.

Wenzler's Wavelength: NFL
...

!-----.-__,,_...~

by Chris Wenzler,

Sports Editor
Bears fans were a little irate last week. they
thought I forgot about the NFC. Well. Bears
fans. worry no more. Here are the 1987 NFL
predictions, NFC style:
NFC EAST:
1. New York Giants- Anyone not picking the
Giants in this division will be seeing guys in
white suits with a str~itjacket showing up at
their door. It looks as if the Giants avoided
most of the post-Super Bowl media windfall.
The defense is still one of the best, so the only
way the Giants could fall is if Phil Simms
reverts to his old ways.
2. Washington- Jay Schroeder can hurt you
deep, and Dexter Manley can just hurt you.
The Redskins aren't as deep as the Giants, but
can be just as good. as long as the offense
plays up to its capability.
3. Dallas, Philadelphia, and St. Louis- I really can't decide on where each of these teams
will finish, so I'll just play it safe and pick them
to miss the playoffs. Players to watch: Dallas
- Herschel Walker. Philadelphia - Reggie
White, St. Louis - Neil Lomax.
NFC CENTRAL:
1. Chicago - The videos are a thing of the

past. William Perry is no longer just a novelty, and the only off-the-wall comments Jim
McMahon makes these days are for Taco Bell.
If these guys can just go out and play football.
instead of getting distracted like last year,
there could be a return to the Super Bowl in
the last year of Walter Payton's career.
•
2. Minnesota -The only team in this division
worthy of challenging the Bears. The Vikes,
especially Tommy Kramer. have come a long
way since the Les Steckel debacle of 1984.
3. Detroit Tampa Bay, and Green Bay- This
is getting ridiculous! Players to watch: Detroit
-Chuck Long. Tampa Bay- Vinnie Testa verde

(as soon as he is allowed to play), Green Bay
-well, uh, ab, hmm ... maybe it's best said the
Pack is trying hard to get back, but, without a
passing attack, or a guy who can sack, or a
Heisman winning runningback, the fans are
what the Pack will lack.
NFC WEST:
1. San Francisco - I never get the feeling that
San Francisco has all the tools to go to the
Super Bowl, but they've been there twice and
won twice. As long as they have Bill Walsh
coaching and Joe Montana throwing, they will
always have the tools to get there.
2. New Orleans- Remember the people who
used to wear bags over their heads? Well,
these ''Aints" fans are now Saints fans, and,
for the first time in the teams 20-year
history, they could watch the team win more
than they lose. With second year coach Jim
Mora and Rookie-of-the-Year Ruben Mayes,
the Saints have the brain and leg power to get
them into the playoffs.
3. Los Angeles Rams - The glitz and the
glamour of Los Angeles football. Their
crosstown rivals, the Raiders. are the gore and
the guts. The Rams may be too pretty, and, apparently, aren't getting paid enough. It's too
bad that dissention may bring down a talented
team. led by Eric Dickerson.
4. Atlanta - Stop the presses. I made a
mistake. Kansas City is not the most futile
team in the NFL. The Falcons hired a coach
who they fired a few years ago for losing too
many games. They had a chance to make
history by hiring a qualified minority, but instead chose a mean who has proven he knows
how to lose. Congratulations, Atlanta. on being
the NFL's exercise in futility.
NFC Champion: Chicago Bears
AFC Champion: Denver Broncos or Cleveland
Browns. or Seattle Seahawks.
Super Bowl Champion: Chicago Bears (no matter which of the three AFC teams wins)

JCU nm:ning back Steve Prelock shakes off a would-be tackler
during the Streaks 10.3 victory over B·W.
-

pboto by Judy Konya. courtesy of Carillon
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